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Outside the Box: Pandemic Pushing 
Next-Gen Technology Forward
  Supply chain challenges, a transition to remote working environ-
ments and a multitude of other factors affected tech companies 
last year, but the shake-up has ultimately forced corporations to 
re-think how they do business and reach out for advice on 5G, WiFi 
and smart cities technologies. 
   “COVID actually really helped businesses think through what 
technologies do I need in order to address COVID as well as the 
now normal and the next normal, if you will,” AT&T Business 
chief product and platform officer Mo Katibeh said at a Cisco 
webinar Thursday. “COVID absolutely helped accelerate some of 
those conversations that were existing before, but now they took 
on a new sense of urgency as almost every single industry you 
can imagine is questioning do they need to transform, how do 
they need to transform and how is technology an enabler of that.” 
   And while the transition to work-from-home environments was 
disruptive at first, it has proven to be an overall positive. “We actu-
ally have more time to apply to the job and more free time to really 
think about things,” Cisco fellow/CTO, broadband technologies John 
Chapman said. “We as an industry can do more… we’re into this 
internet thing by 20, 30 or 40 years, but in many ways, we’re still 
just getting going.” 
   Many questions were raised about how the pandemic has affected 
the timelines of the 5G rollout, how much industry is continuing to 
invest in it and, of course, where WiFi 6 fits into the picture as a 
complement to the mobile technology. The panelists agreed that 

there is no reason to believe that 5G could or should replace WiFi. 
   Katibeh said that it’s difficult to determine, overall, whether WiFi 
6 or 5G is the superior technology. Each industry or company 
needs to ask themselves what the optimal technology is for the 
consumer, factoring in use case and cost. “In the AT&T Business 
for Enterprise space, what we find is many customers will use WiFi 
and it’s fantastic. Think smaller locations, smaller venues that are 
predominately reliant on cloud-based solutions and applications,” 
he said. On the other hand, 5G and mmWave technologies can 
connect up to a million devices per square kilometer, making them 
more ideal for larger venues and spaces like hospitals or military 
bases. “The other factor is layering on edge compute. You now 
can create more secure environments because you give the CIO 
or the administrator over that facility the ability to route specific 
application traffic to location A to location B,” Katibeh said. 
   Chapman quipped that folks should view mobile and wireless 
connectivity as an edge concept on an IP network, saying it’s a 
technologist’s challenge to build one network that connects every-
body in an environment where many separate networks have been 
patchworked together.
   “WiFi ends up being an extension of the IP network owned by 
the cable companies. 5G is an extension of the IP network owned 
by the cable companies… what’s really happening right now is 
we’re converging networks within companies… It really boils down 
to when you’re a service provider, you need to connect to your 
customers… you use the tools that are necessary to get to that 
customer,” he said. 
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Deal Talk: RCN/Wave/Grande CEO  

Dissects $8.1bln Stonepeak Deal

   News broke Sunday that Stonepeak Infrastructure 

Partners is buying Astound Broadband (made up of RCN, 

Grande, Wave and enTouch) for $8.1bln ($3.6bln in cash 

and $4.5bln of assumed debt) from private equity firm TPG 

and management company Patriot Media. Astound has more 

than 1mln customers across Chicago, Eastern Pennsylvania, 

Massachusetts, NYC, Northern California, Oregon, Texas, DC, 

and Washington, and is the sixth largest US cable company.

   The Patriot team will continue to run the company after the 

deal closes, which is expected to happen in 2Q21. Patriot 

CEO Jim Holanda told CFX that he views the transaction as a 

positive for the industry. “I think private equity infrastructure 

investors—that by their nature maybe have a longer-term time 

horizon than regular private equity investors—realize the value 

of the assets that underlie these networks, in terms of fiber 

and conduit rights and strand. This is infrastructure that is 

very difficult to replicate or go build in a cost-effective manner,” 

he said, pointing to recent deals between Digital Colony and 

EQT for Zayo and Lightpath and the Altice USA partnership 

with Morgan Stanley Infrastructure. 

   Stonepeak’s deep pockets could also help Astound make 

some more acquisitions. It closed on Houston-based enTouch 

with its 22K customers about five weeks ago, and it recently 

filed with the FCC to buy a small fiber company in central 

California called Digital West. “They [Stonepeak] bring a 

lot of money and horsepower. They had raised a big fund two 

years ago and just finished completing another even larger 

fund as we speak,” Holanda said. “Our ability to continue to 

grow through small M&A and more transformational M&A, and 

our ability to continue to be able to expand our residential and 

commercial fiber networks into more areas close to where we 

already do business is where Stonepeak is going to be very 

advantageous.”    With the drama that’s unfolded between Altice USA and 

Cogeco, it may not seem like there’s much on the market. 

But the Astound team sees things differently, looking to forge 

a path similar to Cable One, which recently brokered deals 

for fiber providers, fixed wireless ISPs and a stake in Mega 

Broadband Investments that could grow to be the whole 

enchilada. “There are still 740-member companies within 

NCTC. I don’t think the rest of the world knows there are that 

many small- and medium-size cable companies that are still 

out there, and many of them are family owned. You add to 

that layer the smaller or regional fiber players, and there are 

a lot of those as well,” Holanda said. “I think there are M&A 

possibilities. Obviously, nothing of the scale of when we put 

RCN and Grande together and added Wave. But I think there 

could be some exciting opportunities.” 

   While many might consider Astound an overbuilder, Holanda 

said that 50% of the company is an incumbent cable opera-

tor. Like many of its peers, it has emphasized broadband for Congratulate the 2020 Most  
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byroN alleN, charter Settle Suit
Byron Allen’s Entertainment Studios and Charter Com-
munications have agreed to settle Allen’s $10 billion racial 
discrimination lawsuit, the pair announced late Wednesday. 
Both sides are staying mum as to why the suit was withdrawn 
with court documents only revealing that they will each pay 
their own legal fees. Allen settled a similar lawsuit against 
Comcast in June, which saw the pair enter into a carriage 
deal that included distribution of many Entertainment Studios 
channels on the X1 platform. 

mSg uPS SPortS bettiNg aNte
Sinclair and Bally’s aren’t the only ones excited about what 
sports betting could mean for regional sports networks. With 
New York and Connecticut’s governors recently indicating they 
intend to pursue the legalization of mobile sports gaming, MSG 
Networks is looking to expand its participation in sports bet-
ting. First up is a free-to-play app, “MSG Networks Pick ‘Em,” 
that was developed with Boom Sports. Expected to be available 
on iOS and Android in March, users can win cash prizes with 
it during Knicks, Rangers, Islanders, Devils and Sabres games 
through a series of predictive questions. “This is the first step in 
what we expect to be several new and expanded sports gaming 
initiatives for our company,” president/CEO Andrea Greenberg 
said during Thursday’s earnings call. MSGN has been a leader 
in integrating interactive games, launching interactive modules 
into its mobile platform two years ago.  “We are the only RSN 
and one of a limited number of national sports streaming com-
panies that offer live stats and interactive games alongside our 
live games in MSG Go,” Greenberg said. Last season, MSGN 

conducted a study using the prior season as a control group 
and found that users of its “Shirt Cannon” game were more 
likely to tune into an additional 4-5 games and that their total 
minutes watched over the season increased by several hundred 
minutes. For fiscal 2Q21, MSG Networks generated revenue 
of $146.2 million, a decrease of 22% as compared with the 
prior year period. The company generated adjusted operating 
income of $73.8 million, a decrease of 4%. Advertising revenue 
decreased $24.4 million primarily due to the delayed start of 
the 2020-21 NBA and NHL regular seasons.

comPlaiNtS dowN at charter
In approving Charter’s acquisition of Time Warner Cable in 
2016, New York required the company to show a 35% reduction 
of Time Warner Cable’s 2014 video complaints at the state 
Public Service Commission by the end of 2020. The data is in, 
and Charter said it surpassed that goal by achieving a more 
than 50% reduction in TWC’s 2014 PSC complaint rate. For 
2020, Charter had a total of 940 initial complaints related 
to video, of which 75 were escalated for further handling. 
That compares to 1,408 initial complaints and 161 escala-
tions for TWC in 2014. Charter’s NY PSC video complaints 
are also down from 2019’s 1,001 initial complaints and 90 
escalations. “Charter expects that 2021 will continue to bring 
technological and product changes and additional enhance-
ments to Charter’s New York customers. Throughout these and 
other ongoing changes, Charter expects that the products and 
processes it has established to increase customer satisfaction 
and enhance how Charter handles complaints will continue 
to drive down its PSC complaint numbers,” the operator said. 
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PleNty of fiber coNStructioN iN texaS
Vexus Fiber has started building a FTTH network in Wichita Falls, 
TX. The network will connect more than 30,000 new homes and 
businesses in the area. It’s part of on-going construction that will 
bring service to more than 19,000 new homes and businesses 
by year-end. – This week, Sparklight connected its first Longview, 
TX, customers to its network, with construction continuing on the 
Passive Optical Network (PON). More than 800 Longview residents 
are now connected, with Sparklight’s all-fiber network expected to 
reach more than 31,000 residents and businesses by year-end. 

eValuatiNg New ad curreNcieS
When it comes to new audience measurement currencies, nearly 
three out of four advertisers are willing to try them, but the devil 
is in the details. The stat is based on a new report from Com-
cast Advertising’s Agency Leadership Council. Of the report’s 
marketer and advertiser respondents, 57% say there is a lack 
of internal knowledge about measurement and currencies, with 
53% expressing concerns over methodology. 42% of survey par-
ticipants cited pre-existing agreements as a reason not to work 
with a new audience measurement provider. “Measurement has 
struggled to keep up with the way we consume media today. It is 
essential to bring new cross-screen measurement capabilities 
and partners into the marketplace to accelerate the path to inno-
vation in this space,” said Tracy Chavez, evp of Publicis Groupe.

ratiNgS
Yes, the news nets are still grabbing the headlines, but the year is 
off to a bang for several networks. Lifetime is the current home 
of cable’s #1 movie and documentary, with Saturday’s “Wendy Wil-
liams: The Movie” besting all titles in the last nine months among 
Adults 25-54 (1.2 million), Women 25-54 (893,000), Adults 18-49 
(958,000) and Women 18-49 (682,000) in Live+3 ratings. The 
biopic drew 2.9 million total viewers. HGTV is enjoying bragging 
rights as the most-watched entertainment cable network in 2021 
to-date, thanks to shows like “Fixer to Fabulous,” which ended its 
sophomore season Jan 26 with the ep drawing more than 4.5 
million total viewers. Hallmark Channel is the firm runner-up so 
far for 2021. The five original movie premieres the network has 
aired through its “New Year New Movies!” event have averaged 
a 2.5 household rating, 288,000 W25-54 and 2.4 million total 
viewers. INSP is feeling pretty good having just wrapped its high-
est January in network history. It averaged a 0.297 HH rating, 
10.7% higher than January 2020. It comes on the heels of the 
highest-rated December in INSP history and wrapping 2020 with 
its seventh consecutive year of YOY ratings gains. 

electioN aftermath
SAG-AFTRA president Gabrielle Carteris and national execu-
tive director David White released a two-word statement in 
response to Donald Trump’s resignation from the union: “Thank 
you.” The union had filed disciplinary charges against Trump, 
citing the Jan 6 US Capitol riot (Trump is a member from his 
reality TV days). In his resignation letter, Trump slammed the 
union and news nets and said “who cares!” in reference to a 
planned disciplinary hearing. Read his response here. -- Voting 

software firm Smartmatic filed a $2.7 billion libel suit against 
Fox News as well as hosts Lou Dobbs, Maria Bartiromo and 
Jeanine Pirro and lawyers Rudy Giuliani and Sidney Powell. Fox 
News’ response? “FOX News Media is committed to providing 
the full context of every story with in-depth reporting and clear 
opinion. We are proud of our 2020 election coverage and will 
vigorously defend this meritless lawsuit in court.”

SliNg bolSterS South aSiaN coNteNt liNeuP
Sling TV added South Asian streamer Voot to its service 
offerings Thursday. Voot is available at no additional cost to 
Sling International subscribers with Hindi, Hindi Gold, Hindi 
Mega, Hindi Premium, Punjabi Hindi and Urdu Hindi services. 
Customers can also purchase Voot as a standalone service 
or as an add-on to another Sling service for $7/month. 

hoNorS
WICT is accepting applications for the Nomi M Bergman Fel-
lowship. The fellowship offers a woman employed by a tech-
nology company a one-year WICT membership and will see 
WICT underwrite registration costs and travel stipends for the 
WICT Leadership Conference, Executive Development Series 
and Tech it Out events. The application deadline is March 5. 

ProgrammiNg
AVOD Tubi will exclusively premiere supernatural theater film 
“Lazarus” from Samuel Goldwyn Films on Feb 26. -- War-
nerMedia signed a first-look deal with the stars of truTV’s 
“Impractical Jokers” that has the comedy troupe developing 
scripted and unscripted programming for TNT, TBS, truTV and 
HBO Max. Impractical Jokers, cable’s #1 unscripted comedy 
in 2020, has been renewed for a 10th season, with Season 
9 debuting Thursday. -- Starz greenlit “The Serpent Queen,” 
based on the book “Catherine de Medici: Renaissance Queen of 
France” by Leonie Frieda. The eight-episode series is produced 
for Starz by Lionsgate Television and 3 Arts Entertainment.

PeoPle
Former Starz CEO Chris Albrecht is taking over Legendary’s 
domestic and international TV businesses, the Hollywood trades 
report. Current Legendary TV pres Nick Pepper will transition to an 
executive producer role on the studio’s projects. Albrecht left Starz 
in March 2019 and launched an international production venture 
with Legendary TV later that year. -- Charter upped Jessica Fischer 
to evp, finance, adding oversight of procurement, investor relations, 
internal audit and corporate planning to her purview. Additionally, 
Charles Fisher, evp, corporate finance and development, will add full 
oversight of all treasury activities, which were previously managed 
by Fischer. He will continue to manage capital markets, M&A and 
strategic investment activity and provide corporate development 
for Spectrum Reach and Spectrum Enterprise. -- DISH hired 
James Allen as svp and chief accounting officer. He previously was 
a managing director at energy industry advisory firm Opportune. 
-- Josef Robey joined Crown Media Family Networks in the newly 
created role director of product (VOD). He was most recently a 
digital consultant and previously served as executive director of 
product for Disney/ABC Television Group.

https://www.sagaftra.org/files/SAG-AFTRAResignationLetterfromPresidentDonaldJTrump.pdf
https://www.wict.org/careerdev/nomi-m-bergman-fellowship/
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Puppy bowl again encourages adoption
Everybody is getting ready for a big game this weekend, but some are more prepared to cheer 
for those on Team Ruff and Team Fluff. “Puppy Bowl XVII” will stream on discovery+ on 
Sunday and will air on Animal Planet at 2pm ET the same day. Diehard Puppy Bowlers will 
have more content to love this year than ever before. Three specials under the Puppy Bowl 
Presents umbrella will make their premieres on discovery+ with separate airtimes on Animal 
Planet. “The Dog Games” (streaming Sunday) has four dogs and amateur trainers face off to 
decide who is the greatest showman, “Best in Show” (streaming Saturday, on Animal Planet 
at 11pm) will reunite former Puppy Bowl players and “Puppy Bowl Nation” (streaming Saturday, 
on Animal Planet Sunday at 11am) offers a peek into life after the big game for these pups. 
The Puppy Bowl has always used to promote pet adoption, with 100% of participants finding 
homes in prior years, and this year’s spectacular comes after a particularly ‘pawsitive’ year 
for adoptions as a whole. Between March and September 2020, the number of foster pets 
in US homes increased by 8%, according to PetPoint, an organization that collects industry 
data on pet adoptions. For many people, the decision to open their homes came due to their 
lack of social interaction during the COVID-19 pandemic. A survey published in the journal 
PLOS ONE in September asked nearly 6,000 people in the UK about their wellbeing during 
the pandemic and interactions with their pets. Most respondents, including 91% of dog own-
ers, said that their pets were an important source of emotional support, said University of 
York senior lecturer Elena Ratschen. “[The study] highlighted the role of companion animals 
as potential social buffers for psychological distress and loneliness, regardless of species,” 
Ratschen said in the survey’s results. – Sara Winegardner

reViewS 
“VH1 Family Reunion: Love & Hip-Hop Edition,” premiere, Monday, 8pm, VH1. There’s a lot 
of telling and not much showing as cast members from the four “Love & Hip Hop” cities 
gather for a reunion. Nearly the first 15 minutes comprise arrivals of artists like Apryl Jones, 
Bambi, Fizz, Momma Dee, Paris Phillips, Ray J, Scrappy and Trick Daddy, among others. And, 
yes, it’s an in-person event. After the arrivals, we glimpse the reunion’s first ‘event,’ a pajama 
show. Despite the lack of action, after 2020, it’s enjoyable watching people—many with 
larger-than-life jewelry, hair and makeup—socialize, dance, eat, gossip and generally indulge 
in #BlackJoy. -- Notable: The main event this weekend, though, is the 17th annual battle of 
the barkers. 70 rescue pups vie for the ‘Lombarky’ Trophy during “The Puppy Bowl” (2pm 
ET, Animal Planet, Discovery+). Steve Levy and Sage Steele ‘dog’ it as sideline reporters. 
The appropriately named Snoop Dogg joins Martha Stewart as announcers. Thus ‘fur,’ Las 
Vegas says it’s anyone’s game, though one thing seems certain—a 100% adoption rate. 
-- There’ll be no ‘littering’ on Hallmark Channel as “Kitten Bowl VIII” gets underway (2pm 
ET). Beth Stern, Cameron Mathison and Tamera “Meow-ry”- Housley keep ‘tabbies’ on all 
the action. Since its inception, this event boasts placing 50K+ shelter pets of various ‘cat-
egories’ in homes. – Seth Arenstein
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